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Bringing together authentic recipes from Italy, Greece, Provence, northern Africa, and the Middle
East, DK's Mediterranean Cookbook gives cooks the necessary tools to recreate the flavors of
the Mediterranean in their own homes.Fresh, healthy, and easy to make, the Mediterranean
Cookbook contains more than 300 recipes, from Citrus Lamb Tagine and Leek Moussaka to
Panzanella and Tzatziki.Whether it's the food of Tuscany, Provence, the Greek Islands, Morocco,
or Spain, DK's Mediterranean Cookbook is a wonderful resource for families that want to eat
fresh, fast, and healthy.

"DK books are known for their lavish photography and step-by-step instructions, and this one is
exceptionally beautiful, with mouthwatering pictures of prepared recipes and ingredients." –
Columbus Dispatch"A beginner-friendly guide to Mediterranean food that blends recipes,
reference, and how-to." – Library JournalAbout the AuthorMarie-Pierre Moine has more than 20
years' experience in the food and wine media. A past editor of Taste magazine (UK), she has
had a monthly food column for House & Garden since 1995. She is a food and travel writer,
cooking demonstrator and consultant, a member of the UK Guild of Food Writers, and on the
committee of the Academy of Chocolate.Elisabeth Luard is a writer, journalist, and broadcaster
with a culinary specialization. She is the current trustee director of the Oxford Symposium on
Food and Cookery. She is known for her cookbooks The Latin American Kitchen, The Food of
Spain and Portugal, A Cook's Year in a Welsh Kitchen, and many more. She also contributes a
column to The Oldie and Zester Daily. Ghillie Basan, a food writer, author, and broadcaster, grew
up in East Africa, and has a degree in social anthropology and a Cordon Bleu diploma, which
she combines in her work on the culinary cultures of Turkey, the Middle East, and North Africa.
She has written more than 30 cookbooks, numerous food and travel articles, and is a spice
expert. Basan lives in the Scottish Highlands where she runs internationally acclaimed cooking
classes.
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rizenw, “Variety. So much variety, I have tried many of the recipes of which all have been
great.Seeing different recipes from across the globe is great, however the names don't help me
much in knowing what I'm cooking. You have to read the ingredients. The bonus is afterwards
you've learned a new name for a healthier classic in many cases.The index gives the page
numbers you can find recipes containing that ingredient if you are looking for something
specific.This is my new favorite go to book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This is the best Mediterranean!. This is the best Mediterranean
Cookbook. It breaks down the regions. I absolutely love this book!”

Andrea, “This is the best cookbook I've ever owned. This is the best cookbook I've ever owned! I
have a hand full of specialty books & BHG on the shelf... I usually look up recipes online and
switching back to a book was difficult... but for the last month this has become a staple for us.
Most are very healthy recipes and can be tweaked. SOME have "strange ingredients" but if
you're not an adventurous eater don't turn this book away. If you really only eat mcdonalds and
don't want to eat fresh ingredients, don't bother. I've been able to find all the ingredients I
needed at my local grocery in california. There's simple soups like Minestrone (which does in
fact tell you how to soak the beans over night etc...but just use a can of beans instead!) Many of
the recipes look time consuming but can be cut down using canned ingredients. Even grocery
stores sell things now already cut. If you love spicy food there's plenty of recipes with Harrissa
paste, which if you don't own it go hunt it down (or where I've added it in and it's been great!)
The best part is the pictures. This book will live on your cookbook holder (if you don't have one
add that to your cart too!)”

m.macleod, “A very pleased customer!. This was the very book I was searching for, it was sent
promptly and was in very good, like new condition, exactly as described. I am very pleased with
my purchase, and would definitely recommend this seller. Thank you!”

Student12, “Great variety of recipes. Book arrived early, great price for a used book. 35 new in
the store I got for $11. Wonderful recipes good pictures and you would never know it was used
book”

Tina K., “Loved. I loved this cookbook easy recipes and the flavor of foods we cooked fantastic.”

Jeanne R., “Great cookbook!. This is one of my favorite cookbooks! It is a comprehensive
collection of Mediterranean and Middle East recipes with beautiful photos of the dishes. The
recipes are easy to prepare and very authentic. I have already gifted this cookbook to several of
my friends who appreciate good international cuisine and they also were very happy to have



received it.  It is a beautiful book and makes for a great gift.JR”

SML, “Great cookbook with lovely Photographs.. This is a lovely cookbok with many recipies and
wonderful photographic illustration. My only problem with it is that it came with a broken spine
so it does not look new. I am not returning it because I want to use it NOW. Haha. I can get over
the broken spine.”

Fire Fox, “Comprehensive. If you don't have the space or inclination to build a library of
cookbooks, the Dorling-Kindersley culinary encyclopedias easily earn their place. The
'Mediterranean Cookbook' is to the region what its sibling 'Curry' is to South Asia.I was
pleasantly surprised to see Portugese recipes; The introduction explains that "the Mediterranean
basin is often defined as the olive belt, the region where olive trees grow ... The olive oil
countries include Portugal which has no Mediterranean coast, but is part of the Iberian
Peninsula ... Also mentioned is the Balkans, which extends into the Mediterranean climate
zone."This is not a book for die-hard low carbers, with three chapters focussing on starches and
a fourth on sugary foods. It would, however, suit families with a vegetarian member because an
entire chapter is devoted to eggs, as well as plenty of recipes featuring cheese, vegetables and
pulses.”

Tamsin, “The best non-diet mediterranean cookbook. As mediterranean cookbooks go, this is
the best one. It is comprehensive, covering North Africa, the Middle East and Mediterranean
Europe. It's not a diet cookbook, like so many others, but there's a lot of 'healthy' choices in there
too if that is what you're looking for. My one criticism so far, would be that there is an
unnecessarily large section on soup, but other than that I love it. It has sections that show you
family meals from around the world, which is good inspiration for themed dinner parties or just to
tell you how the different regional foods can work together. Definitely the best one I've found.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Well presented and great variety of recipes. I love the easy to read
format of DK books and this was no disappointment. There are several interesting recipes and I
love the added information on each country of origin. It is quickly becoming one of my favourite
cookbooks.”

Moss, “The book is excellent. All recipes and their pictures are very "mouthwatering". The book
is excellent. All recipes and their pictures are very "mouthwatering".The recipes are coming from
the south of France, Italy, Sicily, Greece, turkey, North Africa, Morocco and from the far East, and
Israel. I made couple of them already from Morocco and from the Arab countries. They are
delicious.Light and very summery, healthy meals and sweets.What is more excellent about the
book that you can search by country, or by food/ingredients from A-Z.It quite a big and heavy
book but it will be dominate above all my other recipe books! :)A very good buy!”



GREG2230, “having said all that the book itself is an excellent one.. Most recipes too large and
for an amateur such as myself the dividing of the amounts of ingredients is a little too
complicated for cooking for one person..But, having said all that the book itself is an excellent
one.”

The book by Marie-Pierre Moine has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 280 people have provided
feedback.
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